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As

Guanghua MBA Student

Ambassadors ,

we are dedicated to the

positive promotion of Peking University,
Guanghua School of Management. Our mantra
is to provide prospective students honest
insight into the reality of life at Guanghua by
sharing our experiences. In truth, many of us

have directly benefitted from the efforts of
those before us. And so, we pay it forward.

As an extension of this endeavor, we have
collected advice and suggestions from current
and previous cohorts to populate the pages of
this "Beijing

Student Guidebook." It is,

objectively, the penultimate student-produced
Beijing guidebook.

mba.ambassador@gsm.pku.edu.cn

If you have any questions, email the current MBA Student Ambassdors at:

From the moment you first land at the Beijing

Capital Airport – as long as you've got this
handy little booklet in your back pocket – we're
with you.

Everything from how to find a place to live; to
sorting out health insurance; to figuring out
why that empty Taxi won't pick you up; we've

got you covered. Seriously. Don't worry. We've
got this. You've got this. Welcome to Beijing!
Oh, and Best. Decision. Ever.
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GETTING YOUR STUDENT (X) VISA

International students who will be in China for
more than 6 months must obtain a

(X) Visa before entering China.
You will need a valid

copy of PKU's
and a

Student

Passport, the original

Admission Notification

Visa Application Form for foreign

students studying in China (JW201/JW202).

Make sure to retrieve your admission
notification and

JW201/JW202 form when

picking up your Chinese visa as you will need
these documents after arriving in China.

Protip: As requirements and regulations differ per country,

please refer to the Chinese embassy or consulate in your
home country for up-to-date information on the visa
application process.
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HEALTH AND MEDICATION

You may want to consider having a

Exam

Medical

before you come to China to ensure

that you do not have any conditions that

require specific medication. It may also be
difficult to obtain the medication you're used
to getting back home.

Further, you should consult your home
country's guidelines and suggestions regarding

Vaccination.

Finally, it is not uncommon for recent arrivals to
experience Gastrointestinal

Issues such

as diarrhea. More often than not, Imodium,
Lomotil or an equivalent
adequate.

Medication

is

Protip: If you are particularly susceptible to severe
gastrointestinal illness and are planning to travel

extensively, you may want to consider an antibiotic such
as CIPRO.
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INSURANCE

By law, you will need to purchase

Student Insurance

PingAn

when you register

for your classes. This insurance covers public
hospitals.

A s most public hospitals operate only in

Mandarin ,

treatment in

you may prefer to receive

Private Medical Facilities

with English speaking doctors. These doctors

charge USD 70 or more for a consultation.
It is therefore advisable to obtain a

Private

Travel Insurance Policy if you are not

already otherwise insured.

Protip: You can view the insurance coverage guidelines
in the appendix.
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Because many websites are

Blocked in

China, you may be unable to access some of

your go-to platforms (Say goodbye to Google+!).

We strongly suggest downloading and getting
accustomed to

WeChat

before coming to

WECHAT

China as Wechat will likely become your primary
means of communication – and potential new

Best Friend.

WeChat is part WhatsApp, part Facebook, part

online wallet (optional!) and part taxi-hailing
service. You'll be able to connect with student

ambassadors, office staff, future classmates and
just about anyone you meet.
Seriously. Get it. Right now.

Protip: Though WeChat is a mobile platform, there is a

PC client that you can access through any browser at
http://wx.qq.com/
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STAY CONNECTED

Yes, many of the sites to the right are currently

Blocked in China. However, the Peking

University, Guanghua School of Management
MBA team still makes an effort to use them!
Go where the people are... or something. Each

channel does something a little different,
and each occasionally drops

Valuable

Information. They're all worth following in

the lead up to your big move!

Protip: If you believe you will require a VPN for academic

purposes, you may want to consider purchasing one
before arriving in China.
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LIFE NECESSITIES

While you can find pretty much

Anything &

Everything in Beijing, where to find them
is sometimes tricky... especially when you

first arrive. As such, it might be a good idea to

Bring the Following

so you can focus

on getting settled in. There are probably some

items we're forgetting. Use your best judgment
and please reach out to the current

Student

Ambassadors if you have any questions!

Deodorant
Sunscreen
N95 particulate masks
Over-the-counter medication
Plug adapters/Voltage converters
Contact lens fluid
Contraceptive pills and other female
hygiene products
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MONEY

When you first arrive in Beijing, you should
plan on having

RMB 2000 in Cash, at the

very least. You'll have several small expenses
during your first week, and the ATMs will only
sometimes accept International Cards.

To figure out just how much you want to bring,
remember that you'll probably be paying for
several items in cash your

First Week

in

China. Again, we've included a few, but we may
be forgetting a couple.

Chinese Sim Card
Food

Beverage
Massage
Taxi

Subway Card
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REGISTER FOR PRE-COURSE (OPTIONAL)

Pe k i n g U n i v e r s i t y, G u a n g h u a S c h o o l o f
Management offers incoming MBA students a

chance to brush up on their Basic Business

Knowledge . This pre-course is offered in

both English and Chinese.

However, if you already have a business-school
background, you probably don't need to attend

this one unless you're really eager to meet your

Future Classmates and Best Friends.

The pre-course is really designed to ensure that
everyone starts their MBA with the same, basic,
foundation.

Every student will receive an email from the

Admissions Office once the details are

finalized, so just keep an eye out if you're
interested!

Protip: While the course is optional, you'll be expected to
attend the course in its entirety if you register – lest you
completely destroy your reputation with the academic
staff so early into the year...
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HOTEL (OPTIONAL)

Unless you have secured a

on Campus ,

Dormitory

or have already found a

foreigner-friendly full-service apartment, it is
recommended to visit apartments

Before

Signing a one-year lease agreement. As such,

you may need a place to stay for a few days
upon arrival.

Two On-Campus Options

a re T h e L a ke V i e w H ote l o r t h e Pe k i n g
University Shaoyuan Guest House.

The Lake View Hotel:

Find more information here:

www.thelakeviewhotel.com.cn

The PKU Shaoyuan Guest House:
Find out more information here:
www.pkusy.com

The Lake View Hotel
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Protip:There are several necessar y registration

activities on campus during your first days in Beijing.
As these options are located on or near campus,
staying nearby can make this process slightly easier.
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CHECKLIST

1-Land at Beijing Capital International Airport
2-Find a place to live

3-Open a bank account

4-Get a temporary residence form
5-Have your health checked

6-Registration Day (Part 1)
Go to PKU (location pending)
Make an appointment with the
International Student Division to apply for
Permanent Residency
Pay for medical Insurance
Pay Tuition

7-Registration Day (Part 2)
Go to Guanghua Building 1
Confirm tuition payment
Confirm accuracy of personal information
in the PKU System
Receive your student card, red book, course
book, t-shirt and orientation schedule

8-Pick up Health Check Results

9-Make a photocopy of your passport/visa

10-Apply for Permanent Residency at your
previously scheduled appointment
11-Follow the Orientation Week Schedule

12-Pick up your passport and Permanent
Resident Slip from the International Student
Division
13-Re-register with the police using your
Permanent Resident Slip

Protip: If you're living in an on-campus dormitory, skip

step 4. If you're from Taiwan, Macau or Hong Kong,

you have a simpler process. Congratulations. Your
checklist is in the appendix.
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1-FROM THE AIRPORT TO PKU

When you arrive in Beijing, you will need
to get from the airport to your

Hotel or

Apartment. As many of you will stay near

PKU, we have included directions in the
appendix.

If you are staying elsewhere in the city and

are unfamiliar with Beijing, Google Maps is
surprisingly accurate. Just be sure to

Print

out Directions before arriving in China as
Google Maps is blocked.

Protip: It's always fun to try and tell the cab driver
where to go – but just in case, print out PKU's address
in Chinese in
backup.

BIG BOLD LETTERS

as a
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2-TIPS FOR SUCCESSFUL HOUSE HUNTING

Lock down your preferred area and select
2-3 apartment complexes for in-depth house

hunting. If you find an apartment that interests
you listed on an expat website such as
TheBeijinger, the agent who posted the listing
can show you multiple places in the same area.

Use two agents from different agencies to
confirm prices and vacancies.

Usually, the landlord needs to pay an agency
fee (1 month's rent). Some landlords refuse

to pay so the agent charges the renters. This
situation is very common, and the rent needs
to reflect this extra one-time commission.

The landlord will ask for a 1-month security

deposit. You can try and negotiate using this

deposit as the final month's rent. However, it is
within the landlord's right to refuse.

The rent should cover property management
fee ( 物 业 费 ) and heating fee ( 供 暖 费 ). It
probably won't cover water ( 水 费 ), electricity

( 电费 ), Internet ( 上网费 ) and natural gas ( 燃
气费 ).

Protip: Compared to other Chinese cities, Beijing's rent
is quite high. However, it is possible to pay very cheap
rent. Just remember that you get what you pay for.
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3-BANK ACCOUNT

You're going to need money when living in

Beijing. For that, you're going to need a Bank

Account.

You'll need to present bank staff with your
passport to

Open an Account. Be sure to

get a UnionPay Card. These are standard debit
cards and will enable you to utilize ATMs and

buy useless things online.

After you open an account, you'll be able to

Wire Funds from your Home Bank

after converting the foreign currency into RMB.

The Agricultural Bank of China (ABC) and the

Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC)
have branches on campus:

You might also consider China Merchants Bank
as they have an excellent reputation for service
and reliability.

Protip: If you're one of the lucky (smart) students on
a scholarship, you'll need to open an account at a

specific bank. Follow the instructions included in your
official scholarship offer.
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4-TEMPORARY RESIDENCE FORM

This will be your first – and unfortunately not

your last – run in with the cops. You'll have to go
in to your

Local Police Station with your

passport and your admission documents to
have everything inspected (Bring Copies!).

It might be a good idea to have your real-estate

agent, landlord, or Chinese-speaking friend
accompany you so as to avoid any confusion.

After everything checks out (it will), you'll get
your

Temporary Residence Form !

Make sure you hold on to this. It's important.
You should probably photocopy it.
You should probably

Everything.

Photocopy

Protip: If the police invite you in for tea, it is not an
invitation.
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5-HEALTH CHECK

Students who remain in China for more than six
months are required to undergo a

Examination .

Physical

The suggested method is

to have your examination conducted at the

Haidian Healthcare Center after arrival.

Your best bet is to take the subway to Xi'Erqi

Station (

西 二 旗 站 ) on Line 13, and then

cab. You can show them the address on the
right. Remember to bring your passport, two
passport-size photos, and about 500 RMB.

The Haidian Health Center has very short
operating hours so you better go First

in the Morning .
results to be ready.

Thing

It can take a week for
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Address for the Haidian Healthcare Center:
北京国际旅行卫生保健中心海淀分中心
北京市海淀区德政路 10 号
Tel.: 010-82403675

HEALTH CHECK (BONUS)

You'll have a blood test, an ultrasound, an

X-ray, an ENT, an ECG, and a handful of other
tests done... in about 10 minutes. This will
undoubtedly be one of your most inimitable
experiences in China.

You can read a detailed account of the process

After the Jump.

Protip: It is possible to do your health check in your
home countr y. It isn't recommended but we've
included instructions in the appendix.
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6-REGISTRATION DAY (PART 1)

This is it! You've made it to registration day.

Congrats! There's basically two parts to this
day, but don't worry. It's mostly just waiting in
lines.

Find the ' Visa

an

1

Table .' Go there and make

Appointment

with the International

Student Division to hand in your current

entry VISA and start the process of getting
your permanent residence slip. Make sure to

mention you are an MBA student so you can get
a 2-year VISA.

Find the' Tuition

2

Table '

if you haven't

already paid. You can pay here using your

Union Pay card. You can also pay cash but it is

NOT RECOMMENDED.
Find the'Medical

3

Insurance Table.' Go

there and pay 600 RMB.
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7-REGISTRATION DAY (PART 2)

The hard part is done. You're more than
halfway there and

Guanghua Staff will be

around to help you now (in English!).

1

Confirm that your

Tuition is paid. If you paid

it earlier in the day, make sure you have your

Receipt. If you paid it earlier via wire-transfer,
bring the confirmation.

2
Guanghua staff will show you a print-out of your

Personal Information.

Just give it a quick

once-over and confirm that everything is in order.

3
The last thing to do on

Registration Day is

to receive a care package containing your student

card, a mysterious red book, a course book, a t-shirt
and an Orientation Schedule.
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8-HEALTH RESULTS

Re m e m b e r to b reat h e .

B reat h i n g i s

Important. We know that it has been a lot so

far. 加油 (Jia You)!

Now, you need to go back to the

Haidian

Health Center to pick up your health check

results. Remember that the Haidian Health

Center closes early so you're going to want to
do this First Thing in the Morning.

Protip: Cool kids wear their brand new Guanghua
t-shirts to pick up their health check results.
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9-PHOTOCOPIES

This is an easy but important step. You need
to make

Copies of Every Important

Document on your person.

This includes your passport, your health check

results, your temporary residence form, your

tuition payment receipt, your admission letter
and your visa application form. You're also

going to need to have several 2-inch (passport
size) photos made. Most print shops can help
you with this.
There are

Copy Shops on campus and just

kind of littered around town. You shouldn't
have any trouble finding any.

Protip: You won't actually need copies of everything we
just told you to copy, but we just tricked you into having
backups made... Just. In. Case. You're welcome.
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10-PERMANENT RESIDENCY

A s you recall, you pre viously made an
appointment with the

Student Division .
appointment.

International

Please attend that

You'll need to bring a

Mass of

Documents. These are listed on the right.

You're about to lose all of these things for
about two weeks. So make sure you have an

extra Photocopy of Your Passport that

you can keep with you.

Health Check Results

Temporary Residence Form

Tuition Payment (or transfer) Receipt
Admission Letter

Visa Application Form
Several 2-inch photos
Passport

Protip: You'll know exactly when you'll have your
passport back – in case you have travel plans or
something.
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11-ORIENTATION WEEK

J u st fo l l o w t h e

O r i e n tat i o n W e e k

Schedule that you received on registration
day.

If you're already a confirmed double-degree
student, you're going to want to design your
course schedule this week. Be sure to make
an appointment with the

MBA Academic

Affairs Office so they can guide you through

the process.

If you aren't already a double-degree student,
just

Enjoy Your Orientation Week!

Your first-year schedule is already set!
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12-MULTIPLE-ENTRY VISA

Now is the time to pick up your Permanent

Residence Slip and your passport. So go
back to the International Student Division.

The real benefit to getting permanent residency
(not that you had a choice) is that you get a
brand-new

Multiple-Entry VISA. Hooray!

You can now leave and re-enter China any

number of times throughout the duration of
your studies! This should be a

You're just about done!

Happy Day.
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13-RE-REGISTRATION

You've made it. The

Final Check

on this

checklist. Take out your pen and prepare to
scratch out good ol' number 13.

But first, go directly to the police station. Do
Not Pass Go,

Do Not Collect 200$.

This

final visit is to update your registration with
your permanent registration slip.
Yo u ' l l n e e d y o u r

Pa s s p o r t

and your

Permanent Residence Slip .

This is

the same process as last time, so bring help if
you're worried about the language barrier. It's

your second time through, so it won't be nearly
as daunting as last time.

Consider photocopying your

Permanent

Residence form while you're at it.
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Getting Around
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Taking the Subway

The Beijing

Subway System, the busiest

in the world, has 19 lines. Prior to hosting the
2008 Summer Olympics, there were only 2

lines in operation. Clearly, it is expanding at a

Breathtaking Pace.
Pricing is

Based on Distance and there

are no monthly passes. However, it is still
recommended that your purchase a

一卡通

(YiKaTong) card. These can be purchased at any
station and will enable you to benefit from perride discounts after reaching certain payment
thresholds in any given month.

TSP HOLDINGS LIMITED has a pretty decent

English Map App for both iOS and Android.
You could do worse!

Protip: The closest station to Peking University is 北京
大学东门 (Beijing DaXue DongMen) East Gate of Peking
University.
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Taking the Bus

Buses in Beijing also Charge

By Distance.

The minimum charge is RMB 2 for the first
10km. An additional RMB 1 is added for each

一
卡 通 (YiKaTong) card, you will enjoy a juicy

subsequent 5km. However, if you use your
50% discount.

Howe ver, to be blunt , English language
resources for bus routes are

Severely

Lacking. In the absence of something to truly

recommend, we suggest using the

Baidu

Maps mobile app. Baidu is the leading search
engine in China and it is fairly straight forward.
All you need to do is enter your departure bus
stop and your destination bus stop to see the

appropriate routes! A rudimentary grasp of
Chinese is more than enough to master this
App.

Protip: The closest stop to Peking University is 中关园
(ZhongGuanYuan).
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Taking a Taxi

Getting a cab in Beijing can suck. You'll find

that empty cabs often drive by and ignore you.
Surprisingly, this is only sometimes because

the driver doesn't want to pick up a foreigner.
More likely is that they have been pre-booked
through a Taxi Booking App.

You can access the most popular taxi-hailing

app through WeChat, but it's only in Chinese.
Uber is also here, but it isn't completely

reliable. Unfortunately, more often than not,
you'll find yourself having to just Flag

Cabs on the street. Remain calm.

Down

If you know you're going to need a taxi ahead of
time, you can Dial

96103. They have English

operators and are a government approved
reservation system.

Protip: Taxi fare scheme in appendix.
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Insurance Coverage Guidelines

As mentioned, you will be required to purchase

Ping An Student Insurance when you
register for classes.

Insurance Coverage
Death insurance

Accidental disability
insurance

Medical insurance for
accidental injury
Outpatient and

emergency medical
insurance

Hospitalization and
medical insurance

RMB Insurance Amount
100,000
20,000
20,000
400,000

Full, official and up-to-date information can be
found at: http://www.lxbx.net
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Macau and Hong Kong Checklist

1-Land at Beijing Capital International Airport
2-Find a place to live

3-Deposit tuition (and dormitory fee) into
your assigned Agricultural Bank account
4-Registration Day (Part 1)
Go to Guanghua Building 1
Confirm tuition payment

Confirm personal information in
Guanghua System
Receive Student Card, Redbook, Course
book, t-shirt and Orientation Schedule

5-Registration Day (Part 2)
Find 迎新站 near PKU's East Gate

Fill some forms and hand in several 2-inch
passport-style photos.

6-Follow Orientation Week Schedule

7-Have your health checked at the PKU
Hospital

Please note the following:
As a Taiwan, Macau or Hong Kong student,
you Do Not Need to Apply for

Permanent Residence. As such, you

do not need to interact with the International
Student Division.

On Registration Day, first go to Guanghua

Building 1. After, make your way to 迎新站

(YingXinZhan) near PKU's East Gate. Find the

Taiwan/Hong Kong/Macau booth and fill out

some forms. You'll need to bring several 2-inch
photos.

During Orientation Week, you'll need to have
your Health Check at the Peking University
Hospital near Building 2. This is the same

hospital where Mainland Chinese students
have their health check.
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Directions from the Airport to PKU

BY BUS
Go to the Basement Level of the terminal
when you arrive. The Ticket

Counter for

the shuttle bus tickets is outside the terminal
doors.

Take 中关村 (ZhongGuanCun), Shuttle Bus
Line 5

Get off at 中关村 ZhongGuanCun Bridge #1
Walk North on 中关村北大街

(ZhongGuanCun North Street)
Welcome to Peking University!
Though this method is by far the

Cheapest , it can be a little tricky if you
have luggage. Since you probably do, we
suggest trying another method!
Time: 1h30
Fee: RMB 18

Protip: Make sure to confirm the destination as
sometimes the bus numbers change.
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Directions from the Airport to PKU

BY AIRPORT EXPRESS + SUBWAY

There are signs that will point you to the

Airport Express in Terminal 2 and Terminal

3. They're really hard to miss.

Take the Airport Express to 三元桥
(SanYuanQiao).

Take Line 10 (direction: 太阳宫 TaiYangGong)
to 海淀黄庄 (HaiDianHuangZhuang)

Take Line 4 (direction: 中关村 ZhongGuanCun

and 安河桥北 AnHeQiao North) to 北京大学东
门 (Beijing Daxue Dongmen)

Time: 1h15

Fee: RMB 30 (RMB25 for airport express
ticket, RMB 5 for subway ticket)
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Directions from the Airport to PKU

BY TAXI

Taxi stands are located in every terminal. Keep
your eyes peeled for the taxi stand signs!

You may be terrified by the length of the
queues. But

Don't Panic – they move very

quickly! Unless you're travelling on a holiday,
you should be in your taxi within 20 minutes.

When you get into the cab, just tell the driver
your destination. If you can't speak Chinese yet
– they won't speak English! –

Address.

Print Out the

SOME ADDRESSES
PKU, Guanghua School of Management:

北京大学光华管理学校，北京市海淀区颐和园
路 5 号，100871

The Lake View Hotel:

北大博雅国际酒店 , 海淀区中关村北大街 127
号 , 100080

Peking University Shaoyuan Guest House:

北京大学勺园 , 北京市海淀区颐和园路 5 号北
京大学校内

Time: 40-60 Minutes
RMB 110-130

Protip: On your way to the taxi stand, you will be

harassed by unlicensed cab drivers. Many of these
people will speak to you in English. Ignore them. Keep
walking. Not only are they illegal, they will rip you off.
Just wait in line. Trust us.
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Health Check at Home

Though we recommend doing your requisite

health check after arriving in Beijing, it is
possible to do it in your home country. The

Basic Procedure is:

1. Download form:

http://www.mychinavisa.com/pdf/
PhysicalExamForm.pdf

2. Ask your doctor to conduct the
following tests:
a. Chest X-ray
b. Aids

c. Syphilis
d. ECG

3. Get your doctor to sign and stamp
a seal on the results.
After arriving in Beijing, you'll need to bring
your Health Exam Results to the Haidian

Healthcare Center to receive your Health
Certificate.

If you are still set on having your health
checked in your home country, you can find
more Detailed Information here:

http://news.at0086.com/China-Universities/
Preparation-for-Study-in-China-Insurance.html

Protip: Just do it in Beijing.
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Taxi Fare Scheme

Minimum Fare: RMB 13

Base Unit Price: RMB 2.3/km after 3km

(daytime)

Low-Speed Fare: Charged 2 km every 5

minutes when speed is lower and 12km/hour.

Waiting Fare: Charged 1 km every 5 minutes

when idle (2km during rush hour).

Reservation Fee: RMB 5 if within 4 hours,
otherwise RMB 6.

Night Fare: +20% between 11pm and 5am.
Sharing: If two or more passengers/groups

share one cab, only 60% of the original fare is
charged.
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Housing Agencies

LOCAL CHINESE AGENTS

There are many local Chinese agents in

HomeLink
我 爱 我 家 (WoAiWoJia). They can

Beijing. Two popular ones are
and

provide a range of affordable apartments
throughout the city. Local Chinese agents

may sometimes try and inflate the rent, so
make sure to see as many apartments as

possible to get a sense of what things should
cost.

OTHER

BeijingBuddy is a reputable and honest

housing service. However, their portfolio is
often seriously lacking in quantity.

HIGH-END ENGLISH SPEAKING

雅 至 房 地 产 经 纪 有 限 公 司 is a private
company with 50-70 high-end apartments on
their available portfolio at any given moment.

Protip: Popular expat websites also list apartments.

You may end up paying slightly more but it isn't at all
unreasonable.
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Contact Us
MBA Center

Room 212, Guanghua Building 1

Guanghua School of Management Peking University
Beijing 100871, P.R. China

Website: http://mba.pku.edu.cn/english/
E-mail: MBAintl@gsm.pku.edu.cn

Phone: 86-10-6274 7268 / 6274 7009
Skype: pku.mba.admission

